Calling humankind to a

**Decade of Cooperation**

2010-2020

We humans are born onto Earth
one ancient, interdependent, interrelated world
neighbors forever.

Today we neglect this reality.
We are not listening to each other or to Earth herself.
Statesmanship and diplomacy are replaced by violent domination,
the predictable failure.

The next ten years require increasing citizen compassion and creativity
billions of women and men in millions of endeavors
showing how to live together, with everyone and our living planet.

Our power now is in
passing forward the story of each act of cooperation and reconciliation.

“People become the stories they hear and the stories they tell.”
- Elie Wiesel

Life calls everyone on Earth to
listen
cooperate
tell your story
invent our future
for the good of all.

*By 2020, humankind cooperating and reconciled.*